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FMs for Latin America

▲ Two transmitters destined for an originally
'unpublished' location
were shipped at the end
of August. One of ►
these two has now
arrived
at
Bacalar,
Quintana Roo, Mexico.
The last four FM transmitters remaining in
Elkhart are still waiting
for shipping to reopen to
Bolivia. Pray that all
ten of these transmitters
(including the four sent to Peru last year) will soon be
Speaking Hope to their communities in Latin America.

The Oasis Project

Jonah, Naomi, Makiya, Joash, and Galilea

Some parts required to allow the new AM transmitter
in West Africa to increase its power above the 100,000watt level have finally cleared customs. Pray as
technicians there, instructed remotely by engineers
from South Africa and stateside (including Larry),
make the necessary repairs and adjustments for
increasing the power. On September 10, we delivered
200 fixed-tuned solar-powered radios, plus spare circuit
breakers and other parts to be packed into a container
in Indianapolis headed to West Africa. Pray for speedy
delivery of these and other items in that container.
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10,000-watt AM
Transmitter for Haiti
Larry and Tim Zook, a SonSet Solutions missionary,
are currently determining whether a solid-state 10,000watt AM transmitter that has been in storage for
several years can be tuned to a new frequency for use
at Christian radio station 4VEH in Haiti. Step one has
been completed – verifying that it will operate at
10,000 watts on the original frequency. We are
currently in the next phase of determining the parts,
cost and steps required to change frequency. Pray for
wisdom in this process and for reasonable prices for
the parts.

Mr & Mrs Mark McGuire
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eSwatini Trip
The shortage of engineers remains critical at TWR
eSwatini (formerly Swaziland). Due to continued
COVID-19 restrictions our plans to assist there are still
on hold. Praise the Lord that broadcast equipment has
functioned well and pray that it will continue to do so!
Pray for more long-term engineers to staff this and
other TWR transmitting facilities.

Family Updates
We made a quick trip to Colorado in October. Larry's
93-year-old mother has experienced a decline in health
during the summer and we decided to see her again
before winter sets in. While in Colorado, we did some
repairs on outbuildings at the 'home place' and were
able to visit one of our smaller supporting churches.
We also celebrated the day of our 51st wedding
anniversary with a drive through the mountains and
lunch at a small restaurant in the small town of Divide.

Allan – is now working as an applications engineer
for Xantrex – www.xantrex.com – at their Elkhart
office, working directly with customers and integration
of their products. Pray for Allan to adjust well to this
new job, co-workers and more traveling.

Nathan – is extra busy again since his evening job
has resumed at Goshen Community Schools now that
major repairs to the building have been completed.

Samuel – is currently working at two dental
practices and seeking the Lord's best for him. In
September, Samuel and Angelique purchased and
moved into a larger house with more property in
Portage, Michigan, which is a little closer to Elkhart.
Please pray for finalization of the sale of their
previous home, for Sam's job decision and especially
for Angelique as they have decided to home-school
this year in light of continuing schooling uncertainties
due to COVID-19.

Philip – and Michelle have their hands full – see
Mark McGuire and Katie Meyer were united in marriage
on 25 July 2020 as announced in our August
McGuiReport. There were about thirty who attended
the simple wedding ceremony held outdoors in perfect
weather at her parent’s home in Hartville, Ohio.

front page!! Please pray for them!

Joshua – and Angie have also made the decision to
home-school Nora this year. Angie also cares for and
schools another girl Nora's age. Pray for them, too!

